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Achievement Crowning

caliper tribunals
the meat-centered domiciles
scathe a fast rebuke

*

lampoon the hollow-legged victory

*

when nominal classics greet
their grimly-scented foothold

their slow calibers trail behind
blood-thirsty legend creatures

past vigilante points of entry
blockaded to lock the raving
in a port of their own control

*

militant and slim delusions
glide spectral past their grim retrofit panels

reproach the last errata
no seatbelt worn to cover the blast
from the ravenous timing

*

home dreams an empty retinue



Inside the Rubble Room

literal escarole pudding
escaped from the pit

to fondue

the wedding skeptical
to guests leaking mileage

no fumes left to gather

*

while hunting
their crude dismay

repels every ampersand cluster in reach

no lesson goes
untaught for polish or scent

*

a shortage
montage scholar deficits

p e
l to l
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no rumors remark n

the precipice awakes

*



Outsiding

collegial snickers
the stained invective foresworn
alleviates

tonsillectomy habits

a breeding
panther past enclaves
stitch the tatter

invokes

*

social oscillation
patterns a scallion’s rapture
no recourse

to the present

anomaly precursor foregone

the haunted vegetation
flush against the rendered sink
a solo forest in the wash

elucidation past caring

or hearing

*

plaintive additions
a slow retreat

beaten past the primal

current
blood

a slow determination flows



Socially Transmitted Unease

anti-bacterial mission goes viral

*

at the sunset lounge
the plants decayed the bent
of the memory questers

lost
in a sea

of missing
legends gone urban

or
fading to oral

*

bug fashions breed
pursuit for conduit tensions
canker levity patches

suite as dead ears burn
grim resignation tents inferred

sentient venting
gender passage

*

inclined release
deferral pent

up and down the lateral wagon



Viewing Widely

a food turban
flaunting retinal implication
stirs rudening

renown, a reputation

as skewered
and skewed under chance

or
any

sentient chandelier

an inquiry into delirium
as praxis

modem assured compliant

seating animus sated
from behind throttle

full gasket
a bore to listen to

quenched

the worst amity pittance ascribed

to glory factoid
or
primal rumor

eyes told to head at rest
a barrier implication, pronoun receding
astonishment

a reputation for
tectonic dimension

when the cornucopian gaze
unfolds

again, the uproar


